Dr. Jayme Jensen is a holistic doctor with a background
in biochemistry and many years of experience as an
intuitive in alternative healing. These special Shanti
Kai™ essences are the result of many years of seeking
out the highest energy crystals and minerals, fine tuning
formulas, careful blending and testing. We hope they
serve you in reaching your highest potential and bring
blessings of peace, prosperity, and health.

Dr. Jayme M. Jensen, NHD, ACCHT
Owner/Creator of Shanti Kai™

Testimonials
“The [Tourmaline] master essence is so calming and
centering. I reach for it when I’m feeling anxious and it
always helps to quiet the mental chatter and help re-align
me with my center.”
- Anna Snow, MA

”I like to spray Tourmaline and Quartz in my meditation
area before I use it. I especially notice when I wake up in
the morning and the room is stuffy from sleep, if I spray it
the energy transforms.” - Alice Boucher, NH
“The evenness I felt surrounding my personal relationship
after using Calcite was remarkable. It softened feelings I
had been harboring for a long time and helped to move
me out of a very stale place.” - Rocco DeRosa, Boston

“I used diamond after experiencing a car accident and
believe it helped pull out the negative energy trapped in
my physical body. I used it to augment the energy work I
was doing...I felt like things went much smoother in my
process and I didn't have to do as much energy work for
the same result.“ - Noelani Stevens, Maui

Shanti Kai™
Shanti Kai™ Gemstone Essences / Elixirs are not Aromatherapy, Essential Oils or Fragrances. They are highly
complex Vibrational Infusions [similar to homeopathics]
that work on the body's energy field. Gemstone Essences
are an extremely effective way to absorb the powerful
healing and balancing properties of crystals and
gemstones. It was said that in Ancient times (i.e. Lemuria
and/or Atlantis), we were able to fully absorb the power of a
crystal by merely looking at it. Nowadays, however, we
often require Essences in order to directly transfer the
properties of the crystals into our energy field – allowing us
to assimilate the corrective frequencies needed to heal and
restore.

Shanti Kai™
Flower & Gemstone Essences
Pure, High Energy, Vibrational Infusions of
Hawaiian Flowers, Orchids, Gemstones,
Precious Metals, and Color Frequencies!

Master Gemstone Essences

Although often similar, the metaphysical properties of
Gemstone Essences can differ somewhat to the properties
of the crystals. We like to think of it like water and ice.
They are the same thing, but how it goes in is different, and
this can alter your experience and response to it.
Shanti Kai™ Gemstone Essences can help with creating
balance, releasing old patterns of behavior and emotions,
and help us to be the expression of our highest, inner
potential. They reach beyond symptomatic levels and seek
to alter the subtle vibrational fields in the four bodies
(physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual) – thereby
contributing to transformational shifts in one's core way of
thinking, being, and conceiving.

At Shanti Kai™, we source the finest crystals from all over
the world. Most recently, we completed our Sapphire and
Topaz Master Blends using stones that we hand-picked
straight from the mines of Sri Lanka. We mine the stones
ourselves whenever possible to ensure the highest vibrational potency for your maximum healing benefit.

Essences are vibrational in nature and therefore do not pose the
threat of allergy or overdose. Our essences do contain micro
amounts of essential oil to enhance sensory experience.

Unlocking the Magic of the Mineral Kingdom
and Bringing it to Life for You!

The Science of Vibration...…
The Art of Healing™
info@ShantiKai.com
808.634.6284
www.ShantiKai.com

Sapphire Essence™

Encourage Spiritual Awakening & Wisdom
Inner Harmony ~ Enhance Meditation
May benefit intuitive development and
encourage meditation and inner
contemplation. Promotes inner harmony
and serenity and releases limiting beliefs
and illusion. Helps one to age into wisdom
- like a sage or respected elder.

Quartz Essence™
Amplify Energy ~ Raise Your Vibration
Balance Emotions ~ Access Highest Potential
Strong amplifier of all forms of energy,
especially thought forms, benefiting
overall balance of your being. May assist
with healing, helping you strengthen your
mind and perception to see where you are,
and what you can be. May reduce
negativity, anger, worry, depression and
stress. May help promote clarity, mental focus, self-love
and joy.

Tourmaline Essence™

Balance All Chakras ~ Increase Tranquility
Balance Relationships
Formulated to focus on Chakras 1-13 and
may aid the connection of mind-body-spirit.
Tourmaline has been traditionally used to
dispel fear, anxiety, and grief, and to
promote tranquility, concentration,
creativity and eloquence. May also improve
sleep quality and restore balance to relationships.

Fluorite Essence™
Focus & Mental Power
Repels Negative Energy
Beneficial for body, mind, and spiritual growth.
May improve concentration, heighten intuition,
and balance during times of stress. Protects
against outside influences and clears negativity
from aura and chakras.

Diamond Essence™

Shungite Essence™

Draw Out Toxicity & Energetic Blockages
Open Third Eye & Crown Chakras

Protection ~ Regeneration & Healing
Detoxification & Energy Clearing
Promotes deep healing through a dual action
of energetic clearing and protection. It works
on clearing the Root Chakra and purifies your
energetic body, which may promote physical
healing through a trickle down effect.

Ruby Essence™

Very powerful for drawing out toxicity and
energetic blockages from the physical body
and can help other essences to work better.
May help strengthen immunity and
contribute to regeneration & healing. May
benefit those that are weakened, ill or convalescing. May help
remedy low self-esteem..

Topaz Essence™

Master Heart Essence ~ Unconditional Love
Clear Issues Related to Father
Invokes qualities of strength, courage, and
protection through virtues of the heart
(rather than show of force). It softens issues
with the father figure and helps you to find
within yourself the internal validation,
support, and safety that may have been
lacking in your youth.

Garnet Essence™

Transmute Negative Energy
Break Away From Limitations ~ Manifest Ideals
May protect you from negative energy.
Promotes relaxation and release of tension
and stress. May transmute negative energy
into positive and support the healing process.
Can help you shed limitations and manifest
the "impossible".

Calcite Essence™

Root & Sacral Chakra Balance
May balance and/or alleviate issues associated
with the root and sacral chakras, such as issues
related to sexuality, emotional discord, vitality,
and strength.

Lemurian Quartz Essence™
Ancient Wisdom ~ Healing
Open Upper Chakras
Teaches you to open up and find unity,
forgiveness of self and others, and oneness with source and all
creation. Helps clear energetic blockages that would prevent
you from realigning with your higher gifts and abilities. Works to
connect you to your higher self and spiritual help.

Kyanite Essence™
Spiritual Detox
May help with light body detox and release of deep
seated subconscious and unconscious impurities.
Helps reduce frustration by bringing clarity and
vision, so that you can view obstacles as challenges with
solutions rather than as permanent blocks.

Release Old Patterns & Advance Your Thinking
Improve Self Confidence
May help influence motivation and your sense
of purpose in life. May balance yin/yang
energies, help uplift emotions and release old
(non-beneficial) habits. Helpful with
countering stress and promoting confidence,
compassion, and forgiveness.

.

Moonstone Essence™
Balances Emotional Subtle Bodies
Inspires self-care, nurturing, intuition and
emotional release. Helps one connect with
their feminine aspect and with lunar
energies. Carries a high light quotient and
helps one release negative emotion that
would cause stress and tension, especially in
third chakra where emotional energies are held.

www.ShantiKai.com

